


 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
I‘m writing this letter of reference for Bruno Duarte. 
 
Bruno was employed as a daywork worker for 5 days during the Cannes Film 
Festival 2019. 
 
Bruno’s was employed as an experienced extra pair of hands to assist in a very 
busy cocktail party in which Bruno’s primary role was canape and drink service.  
 
From arriving onboard Bruno went the extra mile in helping out in decoration, 
set up and back of house. He proved himself to be very hard working, punctual 
and self-driven from the off. It was very clear that Bruno was a competent 
Steward and understood the order of service, guest relations and conduct.  As a 
result, due to the busy nature of the charter, Bruno was asked to come back and 
work the remainder of the trip in the interior department. Here he assisted in 
service, beds and heads and jumped into the galley when required. 
 
Bruno was a key member of the team during this trip and fitted in with ease, not 
only, in the interior team but also across other departments as well.  
 
Bruno left Mirage due to the end of his daywork contract. I would not hesitate 
to employ Bruno full time if I had a position available. I wish him all the best for 
the future. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Megan Rutty 
Chief Stewardess 
M/Y MIRAGE 
+44 (0) 7717 456 273 
interior@yachtmirage.com 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  Poole, Dorset, March 9, 2020 

 

Reference  
 

To Whom it may concern, 

I provide this reference with great pleasure and would recommend Bruno Duarte as an excellent Chef Stew.  

 

I had the honor of working with Bruno at the end of the 2019 season, while he was a very competent Chef Stew onboard 

our CA ‘Skyfall United Kingdom’ during the short time Bruno spent on board, I had a total of 3 weeks charter, all 

extremely successful, he is always easy to communicate with and operated to a high standard.  

 

I do hope we cross paths again in the future.  

 

Best regards  

 



14 octobre 2019 

To whom it may concern, 

Bruno DUARTE has been working on M/Y SKYFALL for the summer season of 
2019 as a sole steward and chef onboard a busy 25m charter yacht. 

It was a pleasure working alongside him, he is a hard worker, takes initiatives, 
has great people skills and is not afraid to make the extra effort to please guests 
or crew. 

Being a 2 crew vessel for up to 8 guest i was very impressed on his work and 
efforts and strongly recommend him. Would work with him again if i had the 
opportunity. 

JOHNSON Robin

+33 6 44 28 31 91 
r.noirel.johnson@gmail.com

REFERENCE LETTER
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To whom it may concern,

I employed Bruno Duarte on M/Y SALU from 13-15/5/19 (2 days) day work preparing the 
boat for the boss and Monaco GP. The boat was filthy after the shipyard so required a 
detailed eye to clean well and efficiently. Bruno proved a hard worker and showed initiative 
through the time employed. Over 2 days Bruno used 2 part teak on all 3 decks. Polished all 
stainless, washed down the whole boat and detailed all the gel coat. I would not hesitate to 
employ Bruno again. I would recommend Bruno to any busy charter yacht as I'd have no 
doubt he would excel and be a great deckhand and crew member. 

Kind regards,

Luke James 
Mate - M/Y Salu
+33781217262



DIREÇÃO-GERAL DA ADMINISTRAÇÃO DA JUSTIÇA

CERTIFICADO DE REGISTO CRIMINAL
(CERTIFICATE OF CRIMINAL RECORD)

BALCÃO ELETRÓNICO

NOME (NAME): BRUNO ALEXANDRE CARREIRA DUARTE

NATURAL DA FREG. (PLACE OF BIRTH): SÃO SEBASTIÃO DA PEDREIRA

CONCELHO DE (TOWN OF BIRTH):  LISBOA

DATA DE NASCIMENTO (DATE OF BIRTH): 1989/01/13

NACIONALIDADE (NATIONALITY): PORTUGUESA

Nº BI (IDENTITY CARD NUMBER): 13619732

CERTIFICADO REQUERIDO POR (REQUESTED BY):

DOCUMENTO DE IDENTIFICAÇÃO DO REQUERENTE (APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENT):

Nº DOC. IDENTIFICAÇÃO DO REQUERENTE (APPLICANT IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENT NUMBER):

FIM A QUE SE DESTINA (REQUEST PURPOSE): ACESSO A ZONAS RESERVADAS

ENVOLVE CONTACTO REGULAR COM MENORES (LEI Nº 113/2009) (ACTIVITY INVOLVING REGULAR CONTACTS WITH CHILDREN)

*************************************************************************
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

NADA CONSTA ACERCA DA PESSOA ACIMA IDENTIFICADA
(NO CONVICTIONS)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*************************************************************************

CÓDIGO DE AUTENTICAÇÃO E ACESSO
(AUTHENTICATION AND ACCESS CODE)

c6df-0b07-68a6-8045c (1)

DATA DE EMISSÃO (DATE OF ISSUE): 2019/04/12 VÁLIDO ATÉ (VALID UNTIL): 2019/07/12 PAG. (PAGE): 1/1

(1) Nos termos do artigo 15º do Dec-Lei nº 171/2015, de 25/8, este código de acesso permite: 1. A obtenção do certificado em https://registocriminal.justica.gov.pt e a sua utilização por mais do que uma
vez, para a finalidade nele indicada; 2. A respetiva cedência pelo requerente a entidade pública para o mesmo efeito; 3. A comprovação da fidedignidade da informação. (This access code allows obtaining the
certificate in https://registocriminal.justica.gov.pt and its use more than one time for the referred purpose, as well as verify the reliability of the information.)

ESTE CERTIFICADO É VÁLIDO APENAS PARA O FIM ACIMA MENCIONADO

(THIS CERTIFICATE IS VALID JUST FOR THE ABOVE-MENTIONED PURPOSE)














